It is generally thought that deficits in response inhibition form an important area of dysfunction in patients with attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD). However, recent research using visual search paradigms seems to suggest that these inhibitory deficits do not extend towards inhibiting irrelevant distractors. Using an oculomotor capture task, the present study investigated whether boys with ADHD and their nonaffected brothers are impaired in suppressing reflexive eye movements to a task-irrelevant onset distractor. Results showed that boys with ADHD had slower responses than controls, but were as accurate in their eye movements as controls. Nonaffected brothers showed similar problems in the speed of responding as their affected brothers, which might suggest that this deficit relates to a familial risk for developing the disorder. Importantly, all three groups were equally captured by the distractor, which shows that boys with ADHD and their brothers are not more distracted by the distractor than are controls. Saccade latency and the proportion of intrusive saccades were related to continuous dimensions of ADHD symptoms, which suggests that these deficits are not simply present or absent, but rather indicate that the severity of these deficits relate to the severity of ADHD. The finding that boys with ADHD (and their nonaffected brothers) did not have problems inhibiting irrelevant distractors contradicts a general response inhibition deficiency in ADHD, which may be explained by the relatively independency of working memory in this type of response inhibition.
. It is hypothesized that the behaviour of patients with ADHD, compared to nonpatients, is more dominated by "stimulus-driven" or involuntary processes instead of "goal-driven" or voluntary processes (Barkley, 1997) . Multiple different experimental paradigms and tasks have been used to test this hypothesis, all having in common that certain (inappropriate/irrelevant) behavioural responses need to be suppressed. Overall, children, adolescents, and adults with ADHD perform worse than normal controls on inhibition tasks (Hervey, Epstein, & Curry, 2004; Lijffijt, Kenemans, Verbaten, & Van Engeland, 2005; Nigg, 1999; Oosterlaan et al., 1998) , supporting the hypothesis that deficits in response inhibition form an important area of dysfunction in patients with ADHD. However, even though all these paradigms and tasks are designed to measure inhibition processes, they can differ widely with respect to how response inhibition is actually conceptualized and measured (Nigg, 1999) . This, in turn, can lead to ambiguous results, such as several inhibition tasks that correlate only modestly with each other (Scheres et al., 2004) or ADHD patients that perform abnormally on certain inhibition tasks but normally on other inhibition tasks (Epstein, Johnson, Varia, & Conners, 2001) .
To further investigate response inhibition in children with ADHD, the present study focuses upon a specific method to assess inhibition, namely through the measurement of eye movements. Eye movements, or saccades, allow for an ideal measure of response inhibition, because a failure of inhibition is directly reflected in an erroneous eye movement response. A frequently used eye movement task in studying response inhibition in ADHD patients is the antisaccade task. In the antisaccade task, observers are presented with an abrupt visual onset in the periphery. Subsequently, they have to make an eye movement away from the onset location to its mirror opposite position (an "antisaccade", Everling & Fischer, 1998; Hallet, 1978; Munoz & Everling, 2004) .
These antisaccades typically have longer latencies than saccades towards the visual onset. Further, observers frequently make an erroneous saccade towards the onset location, an error referred to as a "prosaccade". Successful performance on the antisaccade task requires two processes: response inhibition of an automatically evoked response to the onset location and the subsequent execution of a goal-driven eye movement to the mirror location of the onset. Research with children with ADHD has revealed that these children have higher reaction times on the antisaccade task and also an elevated proportion of erroneous prosaccades compared to controls (Klein, Raschke, & Brandenbusch, 2003; Mostofsky et al., 2001; Munoz, Armstrong, Hampton, & Moore, 2003) . Because an erroneous prosaccade can be seen as a failure to inhibit the strong behavioural response to the onset, the higher error rate indicates that children with ADHD are less able to suppress inappropriate responses. These findings lend support for the presence of inhibition deficits in children with ADHD.
In contrast to these studies, results of visual search experiments with children with ADHD seem to be inconsistent with a response inhibition account. Visual search experiments typically involve detecting a target item (a unique shape, colour, or an onset element) amongst distractor items. These tasks can be used to investigate the efficiency of attentional selection required to select the target and to ignore the distractors by measuring the slope of the search function for a target as the number of distractors is varied. An increase in search slope is related to the inability to inhibit searched items. If the number of distractors is increased, children with ADHD are expected to show disproportionally longer search times than controls. Although children with ADHD were overall slower than controls (increase in intercept), there was no difference in the underlying search mechanisms, because the slope of the search function did not show any difference between the groups (Hazell et al., 1999; Karatekin & Asarnow, 1998a; Mason, Humphreys, & Kent, 2003 Sergeant & Scholten, 1985) .
An explicit test of the response inhibition account is a version of a visual search paradigm in which on some trials a distracting object carrying a highly salient but irrelevant feature is presented ("singleton capture"). Visual search performance measured by manual reaction times is highly disrupted by the presence of this distractor, and reaction times to the target are longer in the presence of this distractor (Remington, Johnston, & Yantis, 1992; Theeuwes, 1992 Theeuwes, , 1994 Yantis & Egeth, 1999) . A recent study with children with ADHD showed that the ability to ignore this irrelevant salient distractor is equal in ADHD and controls (Mason et al., 2004) . These results are difficult to interpret in terms of differences in inhibitory control, because one would expect that the ADHD group would have larger interference from irrelevant distractors than would the control group if response inhibition is indeed affected in ADHD (Mason et al., 2003 (Mason et al., , 2004 .
In the present study, we used a version of the singleton capture paradigm in which the primary response was an eye movement, the so-called "oculomotor capture" task (Godijn & Theeuwes, 2002; Theeuwes, Kramer, Hahn, & Irwin, 1998) . Participants viewed displays containing a number of red circles positioned on an imaginary circle around a central fixation point. After a fixed period, the target circle changed colour to grey. Upon the presentation of the target, on some trials an additional irrelevant red circle was presented with abrupt onset in the display. It is known from previous studies that, on a large proportion of trials in which the additional onset circle was presented, participants do not make an eye movement to the target element, but erroneously execute a saccade to the onset distractor element: The eyes are "captured" by the onset distractor (Godijn & Theeuwes, 2002; Theeuwes et al., 1998) . Therefore, this paradigm allows for investigation whether ADHD patients are impaired in suppressing reflexive responses to a task-irrelevant distractor. If true, we should see an elevated proportion of "capture" trials in children with ADHD making an erroneous eye movement to the onset distractor. To our knowledge, the present study is the first to investigate whether a reflexive task-irrelevant eye movement can be suppressed equally by ADHD and control children.
In addition to studying memory-guided saccades in boys with ADHD, we also studied these saccades in their nonaffected brothers. By including nonaffected siblings, it might be possible to discriminate between deficits that are part of a familial risk for having ADHD and between deficits that are caused by the presence of ADHD itself (Durston et al., 2004) . That is, seen from an etiological perspective, one would expect certain neuro(psycho)logical deficits to give rise to behavioural symptoms of inattention and hyperactivity -impulsivity, which are labelled as "ADHD". However, in reality the reverse is also possible: Being more hyperactive, impulsive, and inattentive may cause an abnormal performance on neuro(psycho)logical tasks. Nonaffected siblings may help in distinguishing between these two alternatives: Nonaffected siblings do not suffer from ADHD, which makes it unlikely that the possible neuro(psycho)logical dysfunctions observed in this group are a result of inattention and hyperactivity -impulsivity. It may be more likely that such deficits are a part of a familial (genetic and environmental) risk for having ADHD and form candidate endophenotypes: underlying vulnerability traits that heighten the risk for developing ADHD (Gottesman & Gould, 2003; Waldman, 2005) . Previous research has shown that nonaffected siblings of children with ADHD have comparable problems with inhibition as their affected brothers (Rommelse et al., 2007a; Slaats-Willemse, Swaab-Barneveld, de Sonneville, van der Meulen, & Buitelaar, 2003) , which may also be observed on the oculomotor capture task.
The hypothesis was tested that (a) boys with ADHD and possibly their nonaffected brothers would be slower and less precise on the oculomotor capture task than would normal controls (main effect of group). Furthermore, it was examined (b) whether boys with ADHD and possibly their nonaffected brothers would be disproportionally slow and imprecise compared to controls when a distractor was presented compared to when no distractor was presented (interaction group by distractor). Finally, it was tested (c) whether the task variables would relate to continuous dimensions of inattention and hyperactivity/impulsivity symptoms.
Method
Participants Families with at least one child with the combined subtype of ADHD and at least one additional sibling (regardless of possible ADHD status) were recruited in order to participate in the Amsterdam part of the International Multicenter ADHD Genes study (IMAGE) . The IMAGE project is an international collaborative study that aims to identify genes that increase the risk for ADHD using quantitative trait loci (QTL) linkage and association strategies (Brookes et al., 2006) . Additional control families were recruited from primary and high schools from the same geographical regions as the participating ADHD families. Controls and their first-degree relatives had no formal or suspected ADHD diagnosis.
For the current study, brothers between 7 and 14 years old discordant for ADHD were selected from the Amsterdam IMAGE sample and were asked to take part in the eye movement study. Also, control boys between 7 and 14 years old that had previously participated in the IMAGE study were asked to take part. A total of 22 boys with the combined subtype of ADHD, 22 of their nonaffected brothers, and 20 control boys participated. All boys were of European Caucasian descent and were excluded if they had an IQ , 70, a diagnosis of autism, epilepsy, general learning difficulties, brain disorders, or known genetic disorders, such as Down syndrome or fragile X syndrome.
Both the boy already clinically diagnosed with ADHD as well as his nonaffected brother were similarly screened using the standard procedures of the IMAGE project described elsewhere (Brookes et al., 2006; Rommelse, Oosterlaan, Buitelaar, Faraone, & Sergeant, 2007b) . Briefly, screening questionnaires (parent and teacher Conners' long version rating scales, Conners, 1996 , and parent and teacher strengths and difficulties questionnaires, SDQ, Goodman, 1997) were used to identify children with ADHD symptoms. T-scores !63 on the Conners' ADHD subscales (L, M, and N) and scores .90th percentile on the SDQ-hyperactivity scale were considered as clinical. For the child with ADHD, a semistructured, standardized, investigator-based interview was administered: the Parental Account of Children's Symptoms ("PACS", Taylor, Sandberg, Thorley, & Giles, 1991; Taylor, Schachar, Thorley, & Wieselberg, 1986) . The PACS covers DSM-IV (Diagnostic and Statistical manual of mental disorders -Fourth Edition, American Psychiatric Association, 1994) symptoms of ADHD, conduct disorder, oppositional defiant disorder, anxiety, mood, and other internalizing disorders. The section on autistic behaviour traits was administered, if a clinical score (raw score ! 15) was obtained on the Social Communication Questionnaire (Berument, Rutter, Lord, Pickles, & Bailey, 1999) . For details of the standardized algorithm that was applied to derive each of the 18 DSM-IV ADHD symptoms, readers are referred to Rommelse et al. (2007a) . The Conners' long version for both parents and teachers was completed for control children. Control children had to obtain nonclinical scores on both the parent and teacher version (Conners' N-scale: T-score 62). Table 1 provides the characteristics of the three groups.
Apparatus
A Pentium IV computer with a processor speed of 2.3 GHz controlled the timing of the events and recorded response times. Displays were presented on an Iiyama 21 00 SVGA monitor with a resolution of 1,024 Â 768 pixels and an 85-Hz refresh rate. A second computer controlled the registration of eye movements' data online. Eye movements were registered by means of a video-based eye tracker (SR Research Ltd, Canada). The Eyelink II system has a 500-Hz temporal resolution and a spatial resolution of 0.018. The system used an infrared video-based tracking technology to compute the pupil centre and pupil size of both eyes. An infrared headmounting tracking system tracked head motion. Both eyes were monitored, but only data from the left eye were analysed. An eye movement was considered a saccade either when the movement velocity exceeded 358/s or when the movement acceleration exceeded 9,5008/s 2 . Although the system compensates for head movements, the participant's head was stabilized using a chin rest. The distance between monitor and chin rest was 65 cm. Participants performed the experiment in a sound-attenuated and dimly lit room. Figure 1 illustrates the display sequence. Participants viewed displays containing six equally spaced red circles (1.38 in diameter), presented on an imaginary circle with a radius of 9.68. A star (0.48) was presented in the centre of the display and was used for fixation. After 600 ms, one of the circles changed to grey, signalling the location to which a saccade had to be made (the target). The target was presented at a clock position of 1, 5, 7, or 11. The other circles did not change colour. On half the trials, simultaneously with the target colour change, an additional red distractor appeared with an abrupt onset on the imaginary circle at a clock position Figure 1. Example of the display sequence. Participants viewed displays containing six equally spaced red circles on an imaginary circle around a central fixation point. After 600 ms, one of the circles changed to grey, signalling the location to which a saccade had to be made (the target "T"). On half the trials, simultaneously with the target colour change, an additional red onset distractor ("OD") appeared with an abrupt onset on the imaginary circle. Participants were instructed to make an eye movement towards the target as quickly as possible.
Stimuli
of 2, 4, 8, or 10. The angular separation between target and onset distractor was always 1508. All objects were removed after 1,200 ms. The colours of the circles-red and grey-were made equiluminant, and the circles appeared on a black background.
Procedure and design
Testing of boys with ADHD, their brothers, and controls took place at the Vrije Universiteit, Amsterdam. Two tasks were administered in a random order: an oculomotor capture task (the current study) and a memory saccade task (described elsewhere). Psychostimulants were discontinued for at least 48 hours before testing took place (Pelham et al., 1999) . At the end of the session, a gift worth approximately $5 was given.
The study had medical-ethical approval. Participants first received oral instructions accompanied by sketches of the task. They were instructed to fixate the centre fixation point until the target circle appeared and to then move their eyes to the corresponding location. The experiment consisted of a training session of 16 trials and an experimental session of two blocks of 40 trials. Each session started with a 9-point grid calibration procedure. Participants were required to saccade towards 9 fixation points sequentially appearing at random in a 3 Â 3 grid. In addition, simultaneously fixating the centre fixation point and pressing the space bar recalibrated the system by zeroing the offset of the measuring device at the start of each trial. Each target location was equally probable. The sequence of trials was counterbalanced and randomized for each participant. Trials with and without the additional onset were mixed. Full-scale IQ was estimated by four subtests of the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for ChildrenThird Edition (WISC-III) or Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale -Third Edition (WAIS-III), depending on the child's age: Vocabulary, Similarities, Block Design, and Picture Completion (Wechsler, 2000 (Wechsler, , 2002 . These subtests are known to correlate between .90 -.95 with the full-scale IQ (Groth-Marnat, 1997).
Data analysis. Data were missing for four boys with ADHD and one control boy. Two of the files (one ADHD and one control) could not be used due to technical problems. Three of the boys with ADHD had to be excluded, because too few valid trials were present: Due to instable fixation, it was not possible to make a reliable recording of their eye movements.
Dependent measures for speed were (a) saccade latency and (b) total search time. Dependent measures for accuracy were (c) proportion saccades towards the target, (d) proportion saccades towards the distractor, and (e) proportion intrusive saccades (saccades directed neither at the target nor at the distractor). Saccade latency was defined as the interval between target onset and the initiation of a saccadic eye movement to the target. The saccade starting position had to be within 28 from the centre fixation point for the trial to be included. If the latency of the saccade was lower than 80 ms, higher than 800 ms, or further than two and a half standard deviations away from the participant's mean latency, the trial was removed from the analysis. Total search time was defined as the time necessary for the participant to make an eye movement close enough to the target (within 38 of visual angle from the centre of the target). If the total search time for the target or the distractor was more than 1,200 ms, the trial was excluded. Concerning accuracy, if the endpoint of the saccade had an angular deviation of less than 308 from the centre of the target or the distractor, the saccade was classified as initiated to the target or the distractor, respectively. Proportion of intrusive eye movements was defined as saccades directed nor at the target nor at the distractor and may be seen as reflecting general distractibility during the task.
Analyses were conducted with and without IQ as a second covariate next to age, which revealed similar results. Therefore, analyses are presented without IQ as covariate. Alpha was set at .05. A natural log transformation was applied to ensure the normality of the variables. An analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used with group (three groups: boys with ADHD, nonaffected brothers, and control boys) and distractor (present versus absent) as factors. Also the interaction between group and distractor was implemented in the model, in order to test whether the presentation of the distractor would enhance group differences. Since the proportion of saccades directed at the distractor could only be assessed in trials where a distractor was presented, this measure was compared between the groups without implementing the effect of distractor (present versus absent) and the interaction group by distractor. Age was implemented as a covariate, since it had a strong effect on the dependent measures, F(1, 57) ¼ 7.38, p ¼ .009 (older children were faster and more accurate than young children) and because the control group was younger than the ADHD group. The variance within families was not significant for all five dependent measures and was, therefore, not implemented as random factor in the model ( ¼ .009, indicating that the saccade was significantly slower when a distractor was presented than when there was no distractor. No interaction was present between group and distractor, F(2, 111) ¼ 0.10, p ¼ .91, suggesting that the distractor comparably influenced the latency of the saccade in boys with ADHD, their nonaffected brothers, and normal boys (see Figure 2) .
Total search time.
There was a significant effect of group on the total search time, F(2, 111) ¼ 4.29, p ¼ .02. Pairwise comparisons revealed that boys with ADHD were slower than normal boys, p ¼ .004. Nonaffected brothers formed, again, an intermediate group since they did not differ from their brothers with ADHD, p ¼ .06, nor from controls, p ¼ .21. A significant effect of distractor was found, F(1, 111) ¼ 15.44, p , .001, but the interaction group by distractor was not significant, F(2, 111) ¼ 0.11, p ¼ .90 (see Figure 2) .
Accuracy
Proportion saccades towards the target. Groups did not differ with respect to the proportion of saccades that was directed at the target, F(2, 111) ¼ 0.27, p ¼ .76. Boys with ADHD and their brothers performed as accurately as controls. As expected, a large effect of distractor was present, F(1, 111) ¼ 91.13, p ¼ .001, but the group by distractor interaction was not significant, F(2, 111) ¼ 0.20, p ¼ .82. This latter finding indicated that boys with ADHD (and their brothers) were not disproportionally inaccurate when a distractor was presented (see Figure 3) . Figure 3 ).
Results: Relation task measures with continuous dimensions of ADHD symptomatology
The same mixed model was used as that described above, but the factor group was removed and replaced by one of the four task measures. A continuous measure of inattention (Conners' L-scale) and a continuous measure of hyperactivity/impulsivity (Conners' M-scale), averaged across parent and teacher, were separately used as the dependent measure.
Speed
Saccade latency. The latency of the saccade was significantly related to a continuous dimension of inattentive symptoms, F(1, 114) ¼ 6.37, p ¼ .01, as well as to a continuous dimension of hyperactivity/impulsivity symptoms, F(1, 114) ¼ 3.90, p ¼ .05. Slower saccades were associated with higher severity of ADHD symptoms.
Total search time. Total search time was significantly related to inattentive and hyperactive/ impulsive symptoms, F(1, 114) ¼ 9.51, p ¼ .003, and F(1, 114) ¼ 6.61, p ¼ .01, respectively. Proportion intrusive saccades. The proportion of intrusive saccades was not associated with symptoms of inattention, F(1, 114) ¼ 2.75, p ¼ .10, but was associated with symptoms of hyperactivity/impulsivity, F(1, 114) ¼ 5.79, p ¼ .02. Saccades directed neither at the target nor at the distractor do not seem to be related to inattentive problems, but rather seem to be specifically related to hyperactivity/impulsivity. Means and standard deviations of the untransformed data are presented in Table 2 .
Discussion
The present study investigated whether boys with ADHD and their nonaffected brothers were generally slower and less accurate than normal boys in an oculomotor capture task and whether they were disproportionally affected when an irrelevant onset was presented. By measuring eye movements, the response inhibition account could be directly tested, because a failure of response inhibition is directly reflected in an erroneous eye movement response to the onset distractor.
Results showed that boys with ADHD were slower than controls in the latency and total search time of the saccade to the target, irrespective of whether the onset distractor was present. However, boys with ADHD were not less accurate in making a saccade to the target. The finding that boys with ADHD were slower than controls in search replicates many search studies that have COGNITIVE NEUROPSYCHOLOGY, 2007, 24 (5) observed similar effects (Hooks, Milich, & Lorch, 1994; Karatekin & Asarnow, 1998a; Mason et al., 2003; Munoz et al., 2003; van der Meere & Sergeant, 1988) . This effect is associated with a generalized deficit in the speed of responses (Schachar, Tannock, Marriot, & Logan, 1995) . As expected, all groups were overall slower in terms of saccade latency and search time when the target was accompanied by an irrelevant onset distractor. Also, the amount of capture was elevated when the distractor was present in that more saccades were directed to the distractor instead of to the target. This finding is in line with many studies that have used this type of oculomotor capture task (Godijn & Theeuwes, 2002; Kramer, Hahn, Irwin, & Theeuwes, 2000; Theeuwes et al., 1998; Theeuwes, Kramer, Hahn, Irwin, & Zelinsky, 1999) . Importantly, however, the groups did not differ with respect to the influence of the distractor. The lack of interaction with group implies that children with ADHD were not disproportionally impaired in suppressing the distractor relative to the controls. This was underlined by the finding that groups did not differ with respect to the proportion of saccades towards the distractor. This indicates that the irrelevant distractor comparably influenced the latency of the saccade, the direction of the saccade, and the total search time in boys with ADHD and normal controls. This provides evidence for the idea that children with ADHD are not affected when the to-be-inhibited distractor is irrelevant. The results are also in line with visual search experiments in which the slope of the search function was similar for the ADHD and the control group (Mason et al., 2003 (Mason et al., , 2004 Sergeant & Scholten, 1985) .
We also investigated whether the task variables were related to continuous dimensions of ADHD symptoms as measured by inattentive and hyperactivity/impulsivity symptoms. The latency of the saccade and the total search time were found to be related to both of these continuous dimensions of symptoms. Slower saccades and slower visual search were associated with higher severity of ADHD symptoms. These findings indicate that the overall lower speed of responding in children with ADHD observed here and in various other paradigms (i.e., Hooks et al., 1994; Karatekin & Asarnow, 1998a; Mason et al., 2003; Munoz et al., 2003; Schachar et al., 1995; van der Meere & Sergeant, 1988) does not seem to be an all-or-none process, but rather indicates that the severity of the slowing is related to the severity of ADHD. The proportion of saccades towards the target and distractor was found to be unrelated to the tested dimensions. The proportion of intrusive saccades, however, was associated with symptoms of hyperactivity/impulsivity, though not with symptoms of inattention.
Interestingly, the nonaffected brothers performed abnormally on the two variables that also dissociated their affected brothers from controls: the saccade latency and total search time. Nonaffected brothers formed an intermediate group: They did not differ from their affected brothers nor from control boys for both measures. This suggests that their intermediate slowing in visual search behaviour is related to a familial risk for having ADHD. Nonaffected brothers share certain genetic and environmental risk factors with their affected brother, because they share, on average, half of their genes with their affected brother and grow up in a similar environment (Gottesman & Gould, 2003; Waldman, 2005) . Since a slower saccade latency and search time are not only present in children having the disorder but also in children carrying a familial risk for the disorder, this might imply that these deficits are related to genetic and/or shared environmental risk factors that also are related to the disorder. In contrast, the proportion of intrusive saccades did dissociate between children having the disorder and those only at risk: The children having ADHD made more intrusive saccades than their nonaffected brothers, suggesting irrelevant saccades to be caused by the presence of the disorder itself.
The current finding that boys with ADHD are equally influenced by an onset distractor as controls is inconsistent with a general response inhibition account of ADHD (Barkley, 1997) . However, as noted before, the to-be-inhibited onset in the current paradigm was irrelevant and did not need to be attended in order to correctly perform the task. Therefore, errors are purely stimulus driven, since neither the presence nor the location of the onset predicts anything about the target. Interestingly, previous experiments with the oculomotor capture paradigm have shown that the great majority of participants are unaware of the occurrence of onset (Theeuwes et al., 1998) . In contrast, the status of the onset is fundamentally different in the antisaccade task in which children with ADHD perform worse than controls (Klein et al., 2003; Mostofsky et al., 2001; Munoz et al., 2003) . Here, the onset is task relevant, since participants must direct their attention to the onset and use this object to direct their attention and eyes in the opposite direction. Errors in the antisaccade task are partly goal driven, because there is an explicit instruction not to look at the onset, but to saccade to the opposite direction. This difference between the two types of task might explain the inconsistent reports.
A similar explanation accounted for reported differences in response inhibition between different age groups in healthy individuals (Kramer, Gonzalez de Sather, & Cassavaugh, 2005; Kramer et al., 2000) . Using the oculomotor capture and the antisaccade task, these authors showed that older adults do not have more difficulty inhibiting irrelevant onsets but do have more difficulty in suppressing relevant onsets than do younger adults (Kramer et al., 2000) . Moreover, for a group of younger and older children it was found that they were not differently captured by the onset in the oculomotor capture task, whereas antisaccade performance improved with age (Kramer et al., 2005) . These behavioural differences were explained by distinguishing two qualitatively different types of inhibition, with an automatic/implicit form of inhibition playing a central role in the oculomotor capture task, whereas an intentional/effortful inhibition mostly subserved performance in the antisaccade task (Kramer et al., 2005) . On the basis of the current results, it can be concluded that boys with ADHD are unaffected in terms of the automatic/implicit form of inhibition, but have problems with intentional/effortful inhibition.
In line with Kramer and colleagues (2000) , we believe that there might be differential involvement of working memory in both types of response inhibition. This memory-based account of saccadic inhibition entails that only intentional inhibition taps on working-memory performance. Evidence for this view comes from studies that observed poorer antisaccade performance when a concurrent working-memory task was executed (Mitchell, Macrea, & Gilchrist, 2002; Roberts, Hager, & Heron, 1994; Stuyven, Van der Goten, Vandierendonck, Claeys, & Crevits, 2000) . On the other hand, visual search performance is unaffected when a working-memory task is simultaneously performed (Kane, Poole, Tuholski, & Engle, 2006; Woodman, Vogel, & Luck, 2001) indicating that automatic or implicit inhibition is unrelated to working memory. As it is known that children with ADHD have problems with working memory (Karatekin & Asarnow, 1998b; Kempton et al., 1999; Martinussen, Hayden, Hogg-Johnson, & Tannock, 2005; Oie, Sunde, & Rund, 1999) , it might be that the deficits in intentional inhibition relate to working-memory problems. This might also explain the degraded performance of children with ADHD in tasks in which participants have to make a memoryguided saccade. Results show that children with ADHD have elevated anticipatory errors compared to controls (Mostofsky et al., 2001; Ross, Hommer, Breiger, Varley, & Radant, 1994) . According to a memory-based account of saccadic inhibition, it is more difficult for children with ADHD to suppress the response to the location in memory because working memory plays an important role in this task as participants must maintain an internal representation of the target location throughout the trial.
Functionally, both forms of inhibition seem to be dissociable based on the involvement of working memory. Anatomically, both forms of inhibition might also be dissociable. Anatomical neuroimaging studies have revealed altered architecture of the prefrontal areas of ADHD participants (Castellanos et al., 1996; Yeo et al., 2003) and less activation compared to controls in frontal and cingulate regions (Aman & Carmichael, 1997; Rubia et al., 1999; Zametkin et al., 1990) . Problems in response inhibition in ADHD have generally been related to these deficits in frontal lobe structures (Castellanos, 2001; Mattes, 1980; Tannock, 1998) , because response inhibition seems to depend largely on the frontal areas. Indeed, neurophysiological studies have identified various frontal areas that are active in the antisaccade task (Everling & Munoz, 2000; Funahashi, Chafee, & Goldman-Rakic, 1993) . Interestingly, although frontal lesions produce impairments of goal-driven saccades, stimulus-driven saccades seem to be unimpaired (Deng, Goldberg, Segraves, Ungerleider, & Mishkin, 1986) . Where the generation of goal-driven saccades largely depends on a frontal pathway, stimulus-driven (reflexive) saccades are thought to be dependent on a parietal eye field (PEF)-superior colliculus (SC) pathway (Pierrot-Deseilligny, Milea, & Muri, 2004) . Because eye movements to the onset in the oculomotor capture task are thought to be purely stimulus driven, the dichotomy between goal-driven and stimulus-driven saccades could account for the findings of children with ADHD being equally influenced by the onset as compared to their normally developed peers.
To summarize, we have found that boys with ADHD were slower than control boys in an oculomotor capture task, but were not less accurate. Overall, children were slower and less accurate when a distractor was present, but this effect was comparable across groups, implying that children with ADHD were not impaired inhibiting an irrelevant distractor compared to controls. Slower search was found to be related to continuous dimensions of both inattentive and hyperactive/ impulsive ADHD symptoms. Nonaffected brothers formed an intermediate group, showing comparable slowing in visual search to that of their affected brothers, which may suggest that behaviour was related to a familial risk for ADHD. In contrast, nonaffected brothers did not make more intrusive saccades than controls, suggesting intrusive saccades to be caused by the presence of the disorder itself. The finding that boys with ADHD (and their nonaffected brothers) do not seem to have problems inhibiting irrelevant distractors contradicts a general response inhibition deficiency in ADHD, which may be explained by the relative independency of working memory in this type of response inhibition. We hypothesize that children with ADHD have problems with intentional/effortful inhibition in which working memory is involved, whereas their automatic/implicit inhibition, largely independent of working memory, seems relatively unaffected. 
